Abstract: Stepping motor is one of the most serious disturbance sources which generate high-frequency vibration and deteriorate pointing stability of satellite. Those disturbance sources need to be under control of satellite system design. To control disturbance sources in system design and meet pointing stability requirements, we need both of a highfrequency vibrations control method and accurate mathematical disturbance models. For this reason, we tested a stepping motor and evaluated the data of driving disturbance vibrations and identified "stepping motor mathematical disturbance model". Consequently, we realized an accurate mathematical disturbance model of stepping motor which includes flexible structure as inertial load. This mathematical model can be applied to all stepping motors in which key parameters like stepping motor characteristics and inertial load's structural characteristics are given.
Introduction
Stepping motor is one of the most serious disturbance sources which generate high-frequency vibration and deteriorate pointing stability of satellite. Those disturbance sources need to be under control of satellite system design. To control disturbance sources in system design and meet pointing stability requirements, we need both of a high-frequency vibrations control method and accurate mathematical disturbance models. For this reason, we tested a stepping motor and evaluated the data of driving disturbance vibrations and identified "stepping motor mathematical disturbance model". Consequently, we realized an accurate mathematical disturbance model of stepping motor which includes flexible structure as inertial load. This mathematical model can be applied to all stepping motors in which key parameters like stepping motor characteristics and inertial load's structural characteristics are given.
"Microvibration management" means satellite system design regarding satellite internal microvibration. Microvibration management is conducted for the purpose of realization of the pointing stability that is required from the satellite mission. In evaluating a satellite mission which requires a pointing stability in a short term such as camera exposure, the microvibrations generated from satellite internal disturbance sources such as reaction wheel or stepping motor become critical factors which degrade the pointing stability. For that reason, microvibration management and pointing stability evaluation should be a pair in satellite system design. In this paper, stepping motor which is known as one of the most serious disturbance sources is taken as an object.
In satellite system design, comprehensive evaluation of each factor shown in Fig 10 -3 bances (reaction wheel, stepping motor etc.) are inapplicable for the ACS design. Accordingly, for the microvibration management of a satellite system design, it is not necessary to manage directly the natural disturbances with a long cycle. The pointing stability of a long cycle below the attitude control frequency can be considered to be contained in the system requirement for ACS (0.003[deg/sec]). The internal disturbances and the structural characteristics etc. which are indicated in Fig.1 with an asterisk become direct targets for the SELENE system microvibration management. That is, microvibration management of the SELENE system means comprehensive management of the factors indicated with an asterisk in order to meet the pointing stability requirements. Fig.2 shows general image of disturbance management. Basically, disturbance management consists of three parts as shown below,
• Disturbance Mathematical Modelling • Structural Transfer Modelling • Pointing Stability Analysis Fig.3 shows a disturbance modelling of HGA antenna (main subject of this paper). Fig.4 shows other disturbance sources such as reaction wheels and equipment including compressor. Fig.5 shows a structural transfer modelling such as transfer function of appendage flexible structures or satellite body panel flexible modes or damping ratio of an antenna boom. Fig.6 shows In this paper, we pick up disturbance mathematical modelling. Here, we emphasize that if a equipment which generates disturbances can be formulated analytically, and if the disturbance mathematical model duplicate the actual disturbances, then there is no need to test by actual equipment. If RW has critical efffects on pointing stability, you can conduct the disturbance test, and design accuracy will be much better. Fig.7 shows a test configuration of stepping motor driving disturbance test. This configuration includes rigid mass as an inertial load on the motor, and rigid plate as a motor attachment to the 3-axis torquemeter. Torquemeter is fixed on air-suspension table to reduce a transmission of ground vibration. Fig.8 shows schematic diagram of test configuration. Fig.9 shows other test configurations. Rigid inertial load is replaceable to flexible inertia. Rigid attachment is replaceable to flexible attachment either. Fig.10 shows the internal structure of stepping motor. Stepping motor can be divided into three parts. Rotor side and stator side, rotor side consists of output axis and input axis through contact with harmonic drive (hereinafter called H/D). The H/D is a compact, light weight and high ratio torque transmission device which is used in many electrically actuated antenna. The H/D is a special gear-drive speed reduction system whose operation principle is based on elastic deformation rather than rigid-body motion of the general gearing system. 
characteristic of the same data. Fig.11 shows 1PPS (PPS: pulse per second) driving disturbance torque in the configuration of rigid inertia and rigid attachment. As shown in this figure, we can see the characteristic mode (69Hz) which is characterized by the rigid inertia and the H/D stiffness. Fig.12 shows 69PPS driving disturbance torque in the configuration of rigid inertia and rigid attachment. As shown in this figure, we can see a mechanical resonance which is caused by the correspondence between characteristic mode (69Hz) and driving pulse rate. Fig.13 shows 1PPS driving disturbance torque in the configuration of flex1 inertia (3.3Hz) and rigid attachment. As shown in this figure, we can see the characteristic mode (3.3Hz) which is characterized by the flex1 inertia and the H/D stiffness. Higher structural modes also can be seen in the diagram.
Fig.14 shows 3.3PPS driving disturbance torque in the configuration of flex1 inertia and rigid attachment. As shown in this figure, we can see a mechanical resonance which is caused by the correspondence between characteristic mode (3.3Hz) and driving pulse rate. Fig.15 shows 1PPS driving disturbance torque in the configuration of flex2 inertia (6.1Hz) and rigid attachment. As shown in this figure, we can see the characteristic mode (6.1Hz) which is characterized by the flex2 inertia and the H/D stiffness. Higher structural modes also can be seen in the diagram. Fig.16 shows 6.1PPS driving disturbance torque in the configuration of flex2 inertia and rigid attachment. As shown in this figure, we can see a mechanical resonance which is caused by the correspondence between characteristic mode (6.1Hz) and driving pulse rate. Fig.17 shows 1PPS driving disturbance torque in the configuration of rigid inertia and flexB1 attachment. As shown in this figure, we can see the characteristic mode (13.4Hz) which is characterized by the rigid inertia / stepping motor and flexB1 attachment. Fig.18 shows 13.4PPS driving disturbance torque in the configuration of rigid inertia and flexB1 attachment. As shown in this figure, we can see a mechanical resonance which is caused by the correspondence between characteristic mode (13.4Hz) and driving pulse rate.
Table2 shows the characteristic frequency and Qfactor of each configuration. As shown in this table, we can see the followings, • Q-factor of the resonance between inertial load and driving pulse rate: 2 -6 times • Q-factor of the resonance between motor attachment and driving pulse rate: 9.5 -30 times The denominator of the Q-factor is the average peak torque of 1PPS driving. The numerator is the peak torque of each resonance. The reason being that the peak torque has steady value when it is resonated, but less steady in case of 1PPS.
Effectiveness of Isolation
In this chapter, we examine the pointing stability in case that a rigid satellite (MOI=1[kgm 2 ]) is subject to the disturbance of stepping motor in each test case. Pointing stability can be characterized by 'Amplitude of disturbance torque' and 'Frequency of disturbance' and 'Time span in which pointing stability is required'. Therefore, for the purpose of general comparison of disturbances, we evaluate the disturbances using the conversion data to pointing stability.
Damping (or isolation) effect by the flexibility of motor stator side can be summarized as follows, • Pointing stability (Short term / middle term) Pointing stabilities are the same level in each case, the reason can be supposed that main factor of disturbance is H/D characteristic mode (in case of flex inertia, it will be flex inertia mode) and it doesn't depend on driving pulse rate.
• Short term pointing stability Pointing stabilities can be decreased in flex attachment compared to rigid attachment.
Resonance frequency depends on the flexibility of each attachment, however pointing stabilities are the same level in each case.
• Middle term pointing stability Pointing stabilities are the same level in each case. Resonance frequency depends on the flexibility of each attachment, and pointing stabilities will be increased in flex attachment. 6. Identified Model In this chapter, we propose a stepping motor mathematical disturbance model which can be used for system design of satellite.
As shown in the following equations and Fig.21 , mathematical model can be realized by a simple 1DOF mass-spring system.
In case of a high driving pulse rate like over 100PPS, there could be a lot of high-order flexible modes of inertial load in general. We hereby have to consider that this mathematical model will be inaccurate when we handle the stepping motor driving disturbance in condition of a high driving pulse rate. Coupling torque to the vertical axis from the rotation axis (Z axis) is about 3 to 7 % in many cases (single / 1 / 5 / 10 / 50PPS). However, in some high-rate cases (20 / 100 / 256PPS), coupling torque is maximum 50 %. The reason being that a torsional mode or a rotational axis parallel mode might be excited and coupling torque around the other axes was increased. Actually high-order flexible modes are excited in those cases. Fig.22 shows a transfer characteristic of the mathematical model. 
